Abstract. This paper develops a discrete approach to the design of planar curves that minimize cost functions dependent upon their shape. The curves designed by using this approach are piecewise linear with equal length segments and obey various types of endpoint constraints. . Recently, due to renewed interest in such curves in computer graphics, CAD, and as shape completion curves in image analysis and computer vision, several papers have appeared, dealing with their effective computation and applications; see e. g. [4 12]. Even mathematicians seem to have recently rediscovered these interesting objects [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Since the actual computation of nonlinear splines turns out to be quite difficult, in CAD people turned to simpler polynomial splines or rational curves (NURBS) to address problems of shape design, see e. g. [18, 19] , and some interesting ideas involving interpolation and design with optimized bi-arc and real algebraic curves which have also appeared [20, 21] .
Introduction
Planar curves that minimize energy functionals of the form f(c~n 2 +•)ds, where is the curvature and s is arc length, subject to various types of boundary conditions are called elastica, following Euler's 1744 work titled "De Curvis Elastica" [1] . Such curves, also called nonlinear splines in the industrial design context, are important in a variety of applications and have been thoroughly studied in the past by Max Born [2] and A. Love [3] . Recently, due to renewed interest in such curves in computer graphics, CAD, and as shape completion curves in image analysis and computer vision, several papers have appeared, dealing with their effective computation and applications; see e. g. [4 12 ]. Even mathematicians seem to have recently rediscovered these interesting objects [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Since the actual computation of nonlinear splines turns out to be quite difficult, in CAD people turned to simpler polynomial splines or rational curves (NURBS) to address problems of shape design, see e. g. [18, 19] , and some interesting ideas involving interpolation and design with optimized bi-arc and real algebraic curves which have also appeared [20, 21] .
In this paper we shall address the problem of designing discretized, piecewise linear curves minimizing functionals of various types that could be regarded as discretized versions of the "curve energy" considered in the context of splines. We shall argue that solving the nonlinear equations that result from considering "discrete elastica" is a feasible alternative to curve design. Furthermore we claim that almost nothing is lost in the process of discretization since it is seldom the case that the differential equations arising from the the continuous optimization problem can be explicitly solved. This being the case, those equations must be solved by numerical integration, hence we shall end up with a discretized solution anyhow. We therefore propose to start with a discretized problem and concentrate on numerical procedures that can effectively solve them.
Let us first set the stage for the optimization problems considered. We shall always deal with planar polygonal curves (or poly-lines) with equal-length links (or segments) specified via a set of points {Pi}i=0,~,. ,N,N+~ so that d(Pi+l, P~) --I for all i E {0 .... , N} (see Figure 1) .
P.
/,& .0 The turn angle at Pi, defined as ~i -~i-1, where ~i is the angle of PiPi+I with the x-axis (as in Figure 1 ), will be denoted by Oi, and the curves we shall design will attempt to make these curves as smooth as possible by minimizing an "energy functional" that increases with the increase of these turn angles ]01]. In fact the "discrete curvature" at Pi of a polyline as considered above could be defined as Ki = Oi/l and hence a reasonable "energy functional" candidate would be
where 0 = {01,..., ON}, mimicking f(o:r~ 2 + fi)ds from the continuous case.
Sometimes one may wish to design curves that are not as smooth as possible but as short as possible for some given boundary conditions, and perhaps some additional restrictions on their curvature; see e. g. Dubins [22] . For such cases we can replace the energy functionals to be optimized with other types of cost functions. Indeed, if, for example, we want to limit the "discrete curvature" of the polylines considered to some I/(I we can define a penalty function that increases sharply if the discrete curvature 10/11 approaches IKI, (for example) as follows:
Here, if m is large, CK,~(O/I) becomes huge when 10ill exceeds IKI. With such a penalty function we could design curves to optimize
for given boundary conditions.
Boundary conditions that will be of interest to us here are the origin and endpoint of the polygonal curves and the directions of the first and last links. We shall assume that the first link starts at (0,0) in the plane and ends at some (L, 0), clearly without any loss of generality, since we would like to have at least Euclidean invariance built into the design process! Moreover, since we shall sometimes aim to have similarity (i. e. scale) invariance, we may also allow l and/or L to vary fi'eely, according to the case.
Next we shall examine several cases of discrete elastica designs. Those will include solving the following type of optimization problem: 
"Classical" Discrete Elastica
We shall first discuss polygonal elastica (poly-elastica) that minimize
Using the Lagrange multiplier technique we consider the cost function
where ~ denotes the vector of unknown angles {~1,..., ~N-1} 9 Taking derivatives with respect to the Y + 2 variables ~1,...,giN-l, ,~, -~2, and l, leads to the system of equations
The above case addresses the problem of design of polylines that allows the boundary conditions to set/choose an optimal link-length I. We could, however, address a different type of optimization too: we could set 1 = 1 and let the endpoint (L,0) be free to settle anywhere on the positive x-axis. Indeed we can readily imagine a "discrete" physical spline made from inelastic sections, or links, of length 1, connected with elastic joints where the bending potential energy depends on the turn angle 0 as o~02. The problem we would address in this case would be to determine the lowest energy configuration of such a "spline" when the first link is forced to make an angle of k~0 with the x-axis and the last link an angle of ~N with its endpoint free to slide along the positive x-axis (see Figure 2 ).
(0,0) With l = 1 we have the following optimization problem:
Again, Lagrange multipliers were used to form the expression
Taking derivatives with respect to the N variables ~1, 9 9 gqv-1, and ,~ leads to the system of equations
i=0
This optimization problem was considered in [10] , and solved via a shooting method. It represents a discrete version of a scale-invariant version of minimal energy curves. Indeed, it was proved in [10] that f ds. f ~2ds is a scale-invariant energy measure that leads to circular interpolations for symmetric endpoint conditions, a very desirable property indeed.
The main motivation for introducing the modified energy functional in [10] was the consideration of a counterintuitive result of Horn asserting that the least energy curve (minimizing f ~2ds) which starts vertically up at (0, 0) and arrives vertically down at (1, 0) is not a semicircle [8] . This result is due to the use of a cost function that does not penalize the curve length and is not scale invariant. Later, Moreton and S~quin also realized the advantage of similarity invariant cost functionals based on curvature and curvature variation in the design of curves, see [11] . The cost functions proposed by them were f ~2ds and f(dx/ds)2ds for Euclidean invariant elastica and (f ds. f ~2ds), as in [10] , and (f ds)a(f(d~/ds)2ds) for scale invariant versions. We shall briefly return to some minimal variation curve design ideas in a later section.
Discrete Elastica with Hard Limits on Turn
In this section we address the problem of optimizing interpolation curves for other types of cost functions. In particular we shall be interested in penalizing curvatures in such a way that the resulting polylines will have turns, or "discrete curvatures," limited to an a priori given range. To obtain this result we can solve for polygonal elastica that minimize, say
subject to the same conditions as before. The Lagrange approach leads here to a nonlinear system of equations that displays the necessary condition for optimality, i. e. for ~(g', 11, 12 
This optimization problem imposes the requirement to have ~)v__ 0 cos ~i, i. e. the excursion in the positive x-direction, as large as possible for a curve with given length (N + 1)l. This means that if we scale the curve so as to have Ax = 1, we shall have the polygonal curve of minimal length that obeys the (similarity invariant) local turn condition (I~Pj+l -g'jl < K). Or, in other words, the curve with the best (total length)/(Ax-excursion) ratios among all interpolating curves with limited turn. The first problem with which we dealt in this section of the paper has a continuous counterpart: an old result of Dubins (see [22] ) states that minimal length curves with a constraint on the (average) curvature and prescribed initial and terminal positions and tangents are always composed of a circular arc (with radius determined by the maximum curvature allowed), a linear segment, and another circular arc (or a subset of these three pieces). As seen in the next section, the numerical method we developed indeed yielded (for high re's) such interpolants. In fact, this happened for both types of optimization problems considered above.
Numerical Experiments with Discrete Elastica
In this section we discuss in detail the various problems and the numerical solutions corresponding to the four cost functions discussed in Sections 2 and 3. We also show several families of curves illustrating how changing some of the parameters affects the minimal cost curves for the various cost functions.
Euclidean-invariant Elastica
The discrete Euclidean-invariant elastica curves are solutions of the optimization problem (1). The solutions are found by solving the system (2), and this was accomplished by using the technique discussed for the turn/curvature limited elastica in Section 5.3 and substituting in K = 1 and m = 1. The program was written with the symbolic manipulation program Maple [23] , and uses the Newton-Raphson method directly on the system (2). Figure 3 shows the effect on varying the terminal angle while holding the other parameters constant at ~0 = 135 ~ L = 10, N = 32, (~ = 1, fl = 1. Figure 4 shows the effect of a and fl on the results. As the ratio/~/a increases, the contribution of the length of the curve to the cost function increases, and as a result the length of the curve decreases. This phenomenon is readily seen in Figure 4 , which shows curves for fl/a --0.1, 1.0, and 10. The other parameters are fixed at ~P0 = 180 ~ ~N = 1800 , L = 10, and N = 32. Figure 5 shows the effect on varying N, one less than the number of links, while holding the other parameters constant at ~0 = 45 ~ k~N = --135 ~ L = 6, a = 1,/~ = 1. There is very little change in the curve for values of N larger than 64. 
Similarity-invariant Elastica
As in [10] we are interested here in solutions of the minimization problem (3). Another program using Maple was written to solve this problem, specifically the system (4), for a wide range of parameter values. These were solved by using the technique for the "similarity-invariant" curvature limited elastica discussed in detail in Section 5.4 and substituting in K = 1, m = 1, o~ = 1~ and/3 = 0. Figure 6 shows the effect on varying the terminal angle while holding the other parameters constant at ~0 = 135 ~ N = 32. 180 ~ . Figure 8 shows the effect on varying N, one less than the number of links, while holding the other parameters constant at ~0 = 450 and ~N = --135 ~ Figure 9 shows the same results as in Figure 8 , but with all of the distances scaled so that XN+ 1 = 1. The curves converge to a smooth path as N increases.
The limiting curve is not of circle-line-circle type since m = 1 here; the circleline-circle behavior appears only for large m. 
Curvature Hard-limited Elastica
As we saw in Section 4, here we want to solve the minimization problem (5). We wrote a program using the symbolic manipulation program Maple to solve the system (6) for many parameter values. The system of equations was solved using the Newton-Raphson method with an initial guess close to the solution for the continuous case, as suggested by [22] . That is, an approximation to a circle-line-circle type curve that meets the required boundary conditions is first found. We went to this trouble obtaining a good initial guess so that the NewtonRaphson method will converge to the correct answer, and in not a large number of iterations. In most of the examples fewer than ten iterations were required. Figure 10 shows the effect on varying the terminal angle while holding the other parameters constant at ~0 = 1350 , L = 21, N = 32, K = 0.4, m = 100, a=1,/?=1. Figure 11 shows the effect of c~ and ~ on the results when m = 10. As the ratio fl/c~ increases, the length of the curve decreases, but to much less a degree The middle curve is the one obtained when/3 = a.
"Similarity invariant" Turn-limited Elastica
Here we want to solve the minimization problem (7). We wrote another Maple program to solve the corresponding system (8) for a wide range of parameter values. These were solved by a technique very similar to that in described in detail in the previous section. The major difficulty arising in this case is that we do not know the value of L, or xN+Z, beforehand, so we cannot make the same computations as before. However, we found that we obtained acceptable results when we made an initial guess based on the approximation L z N. 180 ~ Figure 13 shows the same results as in Figure 12 , but with all of the distances scaled so that g = Xg+ x = 1. This has the effect of changing 1 from 1 to 1/xN+ 1. 1800. Figure 14 shows the effect on varying m while holding the other parameters constant at r = 90 ~ , ~N = -45 ~ , K = 0.4, N = 16, c~ = 1, /3 = 1. As m increases, the curves converge to a circle-line-circle path. There is little change in the curves once m is as large as 100. Figure 15 shows the same results as in Figure 14 , but with all of the distances scaled so that xN+ 1 = 1. Again, as m increases, the curves converge to a circleline-circle path. 
:i

Conclusions
We have introduced and discussed discrete versions of "minimal energy" and "minimum curvature variation" curve designs. We claim the discretizations provide excellent approximations to the continuous problems and may be very useful for a variety of CAD applications. Of course, other types of cost functions could and should be considered within the same framework. The numerical work showed that the Newton-Raphson method was suitable for a wide variety of such problems, especially since good initial guesses could be provided, using the anticipated behavior of results stemming from theoretical studies of the continuous versions of the problems. A good initial guess was especially critical in the cases where the curvature penalty function approached a barrier function (not unexpectedly!). Extensions and comparisons to other numerical approaches are currently under investigation.
